
  
  

VOLUNTEERING IN PA A PAV (PIKPA) 

Descripꢀ on of the insꢀ tuꢀ on 

PAAPAV (more commonly known as PIKPA) is a state insꢀ tuꢀ on that hosts around 75 children and youngsters with 

disabiliꢀ es, aged 3 to 35 years old. The compound of the insꢀ tuꢀ on is quite big: the children and youngsters live in 5 

different houses, there are mulꢀ ple buildings for physio- and ergotherapy, a school, kitchens, a place to do laundry and 

our acꢀ vity center. The children and youngsters living in the insꢀ tuꢀ on have moderate to heavy physical and mental 

disabiliꢀ es or come from traumaꢀ c family backgrounds. Most have liꢀ le or no contact with their family. Nurses take 

care of their physical needs (like washing, feeding, medicaꢀ on) but there remains a need for psychological, social and 

educaꢀ onal support of the children and youngsters. Even today, most children sꢀ ll receive very liꢀ le sꢀ mulaꢀ on and 

spend a lot of ꢀ me in their beds, living with a lack of personal space and contact. The volunteers offer extra care and 

aꢀ enꢀ on to the children and act as a bridge between the insꢀ tuꢀ on and the outside world. 

The area around PAAPAV (PIKPA) 

PAAPAV is located in Voula, an area in the south of Athens, next to the sea. It is surrounded by beauꢀ ful nature with 

the sea on one side and the mountains on the other. Voula is full of cafes, bars, gyms, cinemas and shops. 

If, however, this is not your idea of fun, don’t worry: frequent buses go to the center of Athens (45 - 60 minutes ride), 

where you can find whatever you are looking for, from archaeological sites to alternaꢀ ve bars. The bus service stops 

between midnight and 5 am but there are some night buses going to Glyfada, which is a 20 minutes’ walk from 

PAAPAV. You can also take a taxi to move around, which is not very expensive in Greece. Athens itself is a big (and 

someꢀ mes chaoꢀ c) city with 5 million inhabitants. The climate is very warm in the summer (up to 45 degrees) but it 

can be also cold and rainy in winter (although it can also be quite warm… Greece is full of surprises!). 



  
  

Tasks of the volunteers 

Every volunteer has a different program, depending on the children s/he is working with and the personal strengths 

and interests of the volunteer. However, all volunteers share the following tasks: 

➢ In the mornings: acꢀ viꢀ es with the children with heavy disabiliꢀ es, who do not aꢀ end school (going for walks, 

playing or listening to music, giving them a massage, playing simple games, basic sꢀ mulaꢀ on) 

In the aꢂernoons: carrying out different group acꢀ viꢀ es in our acꢀ vity center inside the insꢀ tuꢀ on (cooking, 

handcraꢂs, drawing, sports, sewing, English lessons…), going for excursions outside of the insꢀ tuꢀ on (cinema, 

bowling, playground, swimming pool) 

➢ 

➢ 

➢ 

Someꢀ mes: brushing the teeth of the children, cleaning and organizing the acꢀ vity center 

In the summer: going to the beach of PAAPAV and swimming with the children 

Besides that, we organize and carry out the following acꢀ viꢀ es: 

➢ Individual learning projects for specific children (pracꢀ cing self-help skills, learning the alphabet, learning how 

to use money, cooking lessons, computer lessons, english lessons…) 

➢ 

➢ 

Social integraꢀ on (visiꢀ ng a supermarket, a bank, a museum, or a post office) 

Raising awareness in the local community about disabiliꢀ es and the life inside and insꢀ tuꢀ on and trying to 

involve Greek people to volunteer in the insꢀ tuꢀ on 

➢ 

➢ 

Fund-raising to sponsor acꢀ viꢀ es with the children 

Any other acꢀ vity depending on the abiliꢀ es, interests, needs or desires of the children 

In short, we are responsible for helping the children spend their ꢀ me in a creaꢀ ve and enjoyable way. 

Working Schedule 

Volunteers work around seven hours per day, five days a week (a total of 35 hours per week). Greek lessons and 

weekly meeꢀ ngs are included in the working hours. All volunteers have different schedules depending on the needs of 

the children and their personal preferences. However, the hours of the acꢀ viꢀ es (10-13 and 17-20) are not flexible 

because of the regulaꢀ ons of the insꢀ tuꢀ on and the schedule of the children. 



  
  

Exemplary ꢀ metable 

(which changes according to the interests of the volunteers and the needs of the children, this shall just give you a first 

impression on what your week as a volunteer could look like) 

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Weekend 

10-13 Meeꢀ ng to basic 

sꢀ mulaꢀ on 

(games, 

cooking lunch 

with the 

basic 

sꢀ mulaꢀ on 

(games, 

basic Weekends are 

free organize the 

week (all the ESC 

volunteers and 

the coordinator) 

sꢀ mulaꢀ on 

(games, children 

walks, walks, walks, 

massages…) massage…) massages…) 

13-17 break and free break and 

free ꢀ me 

break and 

free ꢀ me 

13-14 

Greek lesson 

for the 

break and 

free ꢀ me ꢀ  me 

volunteers 

14-17 

break and 

free ꢀ me 

17-20 handcraꢂs sports 

(bicycle, 

basketball, 

dance…) 

sewing class 

and English 

lessons 

playing with 

the younger 

children 

movie night 

or birthday 

parꢀ es 

(teaching 

them how to 

walk, going 

to the 

playground) 

Way of working 

Volunteers in this project are moꢀ vated and encouraged to organize themselves based on their interests and strengths 

under the supervision and the guidance of the coordinator, who is present in the project on an almost daily basis. The 

coordinator supports the volunteers and mediates between them and the insꢀ tuꢀ on. The coordinator also takes care 

of paperwork, pocket money and other pracꢀ cal issues and will help the volunteers with problems they might face 

living in a foreign country, such as booking a doctors’ appointment. 

There might be some fixed acꢀ viꢀ es but mostly the acꢀ viꢀ es depend on the volunteers’ own iniꢀ aꢀ ves. In weekly 

meeꢀ ngs we discuss all issues regarding work, community life, acꢀ viꢀ es etc. The volunteers contribute with their own 

ideas and opinions and all have equal right to decide and to disagree. Our aim is to help the personal development of 

the volunteer in order for him/her to feel comfortable in the project. 

What does all of this mean? In short, it means that each of our volunteers is encouraged to take iniꢀ aꢀ ve and to 

contribute with own ideas, suggesꢀ ons, and personal strengths to the success of the project. 

The volunteers have 2 days of holidays per month (12 months = 24 holidays), which can be taken flexible and in 

according to agreements with the coordinator. 



  
  

Living Condiꢀ ons 

The volunteers live in a separate building inside the insꢀ tuꢀ on. They have two big rooms, each with a private 

bathroom and shower, one of the rooms has a balcony as well. Both rooms host two volunteers each (Unless the 

volunteers specifically ask not to, they sleep divided by gender). The rooms are on the second floor of an office building, 
with a beautiful view overlooking the sea. The NGO has an activity center inside the institution, 100m away from the 
rooms of the volunteers. In this activity center most of the work of the volunteers will take place. The activity center also 
has the kitchen and washing machine that the volunteers will use. Since the volunteers live, cook, eat, and work together 
you should be prepared for a very intense experience in community living! 

All volunteers receive a monthly pocket money of 150€, plus 160€ for food money, in total 310€ per month. 
Important noꢀ ce: Since the volunteers work and live inside a public insꢀ tuꢀ on, they have to follow certain rules of the 
insꢀ tuꢀ on. This means that volunteers should behave in a way as not to offend other people. Also, we must let you 
know that being drunk or using illegal drugs (in Greece all drugs are illegal) is not tolerated inside PIKPA. If you are 
found drunk or using other drugs inside the insꢀ tuꢀ on, especially during your working hours, we will have to ask you 
to leave the project. 

What we expect from our volunteers and the sending organizaꢀ ons: 

From our volunteers: Moꢀ vaꢀ on, enthusiasm, responsibility and commitment are ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY! 

It is important to keep in mind that most of the children lack contact to their family and do not have any other contacts 

outside the insꢀ tuꢀ on, therefore they depend on the sensiꢀ vity, love and aꢀ enꢀ on of the volunteers. 

Creaꢀ vity, paꢀ ence, iniꢀ aꢀ ve, maturity, and a good sense of humor are needed, as the work can be hard. Please be 

aware that the condiꢀ ons inside the insꢀ tuꢀ on can be psychologically difficult on anybody working there. 

Furthermore, you should enjoy living and working with a group of people. An intermediate level of English is useful, as 

it is the language of communicaꢀ on between the volunteers and the coordinator. However, even though the children 

and youngsters speak only Greek, we do not expect volunteers to speak Greek when they arrive. Though you should 

be determined to study and to learn Greek, as it is essenꢀ al for the communicaꢀ ng with the staff and the children. In 

addiꢀ on, we would like you to inform us about any physical, social or emoꢀ onal difficulty you may have, that may 

affect your integraꢀ on into project and to tell us what we can do to assist you. Volunteers with physical disabiliꢀ es are 

very welcome, but they have to keep in mind that although PAAPAV is more or less accessible for people with 

disabiliꢀ es, the rest of Athens is another story! 

We also expect that you commit to stay for the whole duraꢀ on of the project (if you like the project of course). Finally, 

neither technical skills nor previous experience are needed but if you have studied something relevant and you want 

to put your skills in pracꢀ ce, we will be happy to try to help you! 



  
  

Languages 

Greek: Greek is necessary for daily communicaꢀ on because neither the children nor most of the staff working in 

PAAPAV speak English. Of course, nobody will force you to learn perfect Greek, if you don’t want to, but a minimum 

level is required to parꢀ cipate acꢀ vely in the project. During your stay you can aꢀ end Greek classes to support your 

learning. English: We use English in all our meeꢀ ngs and also for communicaꢀ ng with each other. 

Training and Support 

During the first weeks, the volunteers are introduced to the children and can slowly get to know them beꢀ er. The 

coordinator and the volunteers that arrived before you will support and assist you and show you the “basics” like 

pushing a wheelchair, feeding or changing a diaper. However, we don’t provide any special training about how to work 

professionally with disabled children. If you want to pracꢀ ce skills that you have learnt at school or university, it is 

possible and we will be happy to help you. 

Once per week there is a group meeꢀ ng with all of the ESC volunteers and the coordinator. We speak about pracꢀ cal 

maꢀ ers and possible issues and plan our acꢀ viꢀ es. Once in a while we have extra meeꢀ ngs to discuss the situaꢀ on of 

specific children, take part in soluꢀ on findings for relevant community or work related issues or to plan special 

events.Every six months, we have a big acꢀ vity meeꢀ ng where we evaluate our acꢀ viꢀ es and plan the new program for 

the upcoming months. All volunteers are expected to parꢀ cipate acꢀ vely in these meeꢀ ngs and to contribute with own 

ideas and suggesꢀ ons. 

Once you have seꢀ led in, there is also a meeꢀ ng between you and the coordinator where you can speak about your first 

experiences, as well as about expectaꢀ ons and wishes for the rest of your project. Before you leave you will have an 

evaluaꢀ on meeꢀ ng with your coordinator. 

Finally and most importantly, our group members are expected to help one another. All European volunteers live 

together, eat together, work together and oꢂen spend their free ꢀ me together; it is only by caring for each other and by 

trying to form close relaꢀ ons with all members of the group (Local volunteers, ESC, Tandem members) that we can enjoy 

this experience to the fullest. For volunteers in need of extra support, we can arrange for it in collaboraꢀ on with the 

sending organizaꢀ on. 

What to bring with you 

Personal items, a few warm clothes for the winter (yes, it can even snow someꢀ mes!), a swimming suit and lots of 

summer clothes, games, a good preparaꢀ on (see below), your moꢀ vaꢀ on and good mood. 



  
  

Preparaꢀ on for the project: 

PAAPAV preparaꢀ on: the coordinator carries out an online preparaꢀ on with the new volunteers, explaining more 

about the project and sending Greek vocabulary. Please take acꢀ ve part in this process and eventually get in touch 

with old volunteers, that will be happy to share their experience with you. 

Language: it is useful if you learn some Greek before arriving. Knowing the alphabet and some basic expressions will 

help you communicate more easily with the kids and the personnel. Also, if your English is not good, please try to 

improve it before coming here, this is very important! Ask your sending organisaꢀ on to help you arrange English 

lessons or, if it is not possible, try to study by yourself. 

Knowledge and experience: If you have never worked with people disabiliꢀ es before you can try to gain some 

knowledge by visiꢀ ng an organizaꢀ on in your home country that works with people with disabiliꢀ es or by talking to 

friends that might have experience in this field. Also reading about working with children and youngsters (with and 

without disabiliꢀ es) can be helpful to get an impression and ideas for what kind of acꢀ viꢀ es you will do with them. You 

can also read about the various types of disabiliꢀ es that you will come in contact with while working in PAAPAV (cerebral 

palsy, Down Syndrome, spina bifida, auꢀ sm…). Don’t worry, you don’t need to be an expert on these disabiliꢀ es! Most 

importantly the children and youngsters are individuals with individual personaliꢀ es, interests and needs like any other 

child and youngster without a disability. 

To find out more about disability and insꢀ tuꢀ onalizaꢀ on, we can recommend to check out the following websites: 

- 

- 

- 

Lumos: hꢀ ps://www.wearelumos.org/ (An Ngo working all over the world for the transiꢀ on of insꢀ tuꢀ onal life to the 

community, many free publicaꢀ ons and reports) 

Independent Living movement: hꢀ ps://www.independentliving.org/docs7/grunewald2003.html (Advocates of rights 

of disabled people) 

European disability forum: hꢀ ps://www.edf-feph.org/independent-living-and-de-insꢀ tuꢀ onalisaꢀ on-policy/ 

(Discussions, policy making, acꢀ ons) 

Living in a community: Keep in mind that you will live together with a group of volunteers; this means that you must 

be prepared to respect the needs and wishes of others as much as your own. It also means being ready to parꢀ cipate 

acꢀ vely in all household tasks such as cleaning, ꢀ dying up and, of course, cooking! 

https://www.wearelumos.org/
https://www.wearelumos.org/
https://www.independentliving.org/docs7/grunewald2003.html
https://www.independentliving.org/docs7/grunewald2003.html
https://www.edf-feph.org/independent-living-and-de-institutionalisation-policy/


  
 

COVID-19: It it is very important to keep in mind that in PAAPAV you will be working with children that belong in the 

high-risk group for COVID-19. Due to lung problems, physical disabiliꢀ es, weak immune systems and the living 

condiꢀ ons inside the insꢀ tuꢀ on, the children are extra vulnerable to an infecꢀ on. This means that the volunteers need 

to act very responsibly and follow the health regulaꢀ ons at all ꢀ mes (wearing a mask in public transportaꢀ on, closed 

spaces,  ALWAYS wearing a mask when in contact with the children). Acꢀ ng 

responsibly means also following the lockdown rules of the Greek government and not meeꢀ ng large groups of 

people, especially people that you do not know since they might be possible COVID carriers. Even though luckily, we 

can conꢀ nue our acꢀ viꢀ es even amid the pandemic, the situaꢀ on might chance and is unpredictable. 
 
The rules of the institution are strict: only vaccinated people are allowed to enter the compound. This means that all 
volunteers need to be fully vaccinated and willing to take a third dose once their certificate expires.  

General health: It is important to inform us beforehand about any health issues. In any case we recommend to have 

the Hepaꢀ ꢀ s B vaccinaꢀ on and to be aware to keep basic hygiene precauꢀ ons while working with the children and 

youngsters. 

Culture: There are many books and websites about Athens, Greece, Greek culture and history. They can give you a lot 

of interesꢀ ng informaꢀ on about your new country and may help you adjust more easily but also remember, not all 

Greeks drink ouzo and dance the syrtaki! Anyway, prepare yourself for a country where logic and organizaꢀ on are not 

the first priority and where chaos, passion, absurdity and spontaneity reign. If you are flexible and have a good sense 

of humor, you’ll just love it! 

Interested??? 

Then send your CV and moꢀ vaꢀ on leꢀ er as soon as possible to Ronja to 
tandemngo@gmail.com 

Look us up on Facebook and Instagram 
Tandem NGO 


